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For learning to occur through trial and error, the nervous system must effectively detect and encode performance errors. To examine this
process, we designed a set of oculomotor learning tasks with more than one visual object providing potential error cues, as would occur in a
natural visual scene. A task-relevant visual target and a task-irrelevant visual background both influenced vestibulo-ocular reflex learning in
rhesusmonkeys. Thus,motor learningdoesnot identify a single error cuebasedonbehavioral relevance, but canbe simultaneously influenced
bymore thanonecue.Moreover, therelativeweightingof thedifferentcuescouldvary. If thespeedof thevisual target’smotionontheretinawas
low (1°/s), backgroundmotion dominated learning, but if target speedwas high, the effects of the backgroundwere suppressed. The target
andbackgroundmotionhad similar, nonlinear effects on theputativeneural instructive signals carriedby cerebellar climbing fibers, butwith a
strongerinfluenceofthebackgroundontheclimbingfibersthanonlearning.Incontrast,putativeneural instructivesignalscarriedbythesimple
spikes of Purkinje cells were influenced solely by themotion of the visual target. Because they are influenced by different cues during training,
joint control of learning by the climbing fibers andPurkinje cellsmay expand the learning capacity of the cerebellar circuit.
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Introduction
Much learning occurs through trial and error. Performance er-
rors on one trial guide the modification of the neural circuitry
controlling a behavior, leading to improved accuracy on subse-
quent trials (Lee and Schmidt, 2005;Medina and Lisberger, 2008;
Shadmehr et al., 2010). This form of learning relies on the ability
of the nervous system to identify and encode the relevant errors
amid an ongoing stream of sensory and motor signals.
We studied the encoding of performance errors during ocul-
omotor learning. The function of smooth eye movements is to
stabilize images on the retina, hence image motion on the retina,
or “retinal slip,” can indicate a performance error, and the pres-
ence of retinal slip during eye movements can drive oculomotor
learning. In the laboratory, oculomotor learning is usually stud-
ied using a single moving visual stimulus to create the retinal slip
that drives learning. In a natural environment, however, there are
typically multiple visual objects, whose motion on the retina can
differ. For example, when a subject turns her head, images of
objects at different distances move at different speeds and direc-
tions on the retina, depending on their position relative to the point
of visual fixation.Moreover, primates can track a small visual target
(T), which can create motion of earth-stationary objects on the ret-
ina. Thus, to understand learning in the realworld, onemust under-
stand the encoding of multiple potential error cues and their effects
on learning. Therefore, we studied vestibulo-ocular reflex (VOR)
learning in the presence of more than one visual cue.
The VOR stabilizes images on the retina during head move-
ments by generating compensatory smooth eye movements in
the direction opposite that of headmotion. TheVORpresumably
evolved to stabilize large-field, rather than foveal, images, be-
cause it is a phylogenetically primitive oculomotor behavior that
functions in species without a fovea. Accordingly, VOR learning
can be induced by pairing passive head motion with coherent,
large-field image motion (Ito et al., 1974; Miles and Fuller, 1974;
Gonshor and Jones, 1976; Robinson, 1976; Watanabe, 1984). In
primates, however, the oculomotor systemhas evolved the ability to
track a small object of interest, using smooth pursuit eye move-
ments. In the natural world, it would rarely be possible to stabilize
images of both a small T and large-field background (BG) simulta-
neously. Therefore, we evaluatedwhetherVOR learning in primates
functions to improve the stabilization of a T or BG.We assessed the
influenceofTandBGmotionon thechanges in theVORinducedby
training. We also analyzed the encoding of T and BG motion by
cerebellar climbing fibers and Purkinje cells, which are thought to
carry error signals that induce learning (Marr, 1969; Albus, 1971; Ito
et al., 1977;Miles and Lisberger, 1981; Ito and Kano, 1982; Ke et al.,
2009; Nguyen-Vu et al., 2013; Kimpo et al., 2014).
Materials andMethods
General procedures. Experiments were conducted on two male rhesus
monkeys. The monkeys were trained to track a T to obtain liquid rein-
forcement. Surgery was performed to implant orthopedic plates for re-
straining the head, a coil of wire in one eye for measuring eye position
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(Robinson, 1963; CNC Engineering), and a recording cylinder, which
was aimed at the cerebellar flocculus and ventral paraflocculus, using
stereotaxic coordinates. During experiments, the head of the monkey
was restrained by securing the implanted head holder to a primate chair.
Vestibular stimuli were delivered using a servo-controlled turntable
(Ideal Aerosmith) to rotate the animal about an earth-vertical axis. To
induce learning, a vestibular stimulus was paired with motion of two
visual stimuli: a small T, which the animal was rewarded for tracking, and
a large visual BG. TheT subtended 0.5° of visual angle. The BGwas a 20
30° grid of 1.5  1.5° black and white squares. The T and BG visual
stimuli were projected onto the back of a tangent screen 114 cm in front
of the eyes, and could be moved independently using mirror galvanom-
eters. All surgical and behavioral procedures conformed to guidelines
established by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (Na-
tional Institutes of Health) Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory
Animals, as approved by Stanford University. A subset of these data was
published previously (Ke et al., 2009).
Behavioral experiments. VOR learning was induced by presenting
combined visual-vestibular stimuli for 2 h (Monkey L) or 1 h (Monkey
E). The longer training period was used in Monkey L because he consis-
tently tracked the T during the full 2 h of training, whereas Monkey E’s
tracking of the T fell off during the second hour of training. VOR perfor-
mance was tested before and after training by delivering the vestibular
stimulus (i.e., rotating the monkey) in total darkness to eliminate any
visual influence on eyemovements. The vestibular stimulus used tomea-
sure the VOR and induce learning was always 0.5 Hz sinusoidal head
rotation about an earth-vertical axis, with peak speed of 10°/s.
To induce learning, thevestibular stimuluswaspairedwithdifferent com-
binations of T and BG motion. The visual-vestibular training stimuli are
described by a notation indicating the eye-movement gain (relative to head
movement) required to stabilize the image of the T and BG on the retina.
When the T moved exactly with the head, the eye velocity (relative to the
head) and eye-movement gain required to stabilize the image of theTon the
retina were zero, hence the training stimulus is described as “0T” (Fig. 1a,
0).When the Tmoved at the same speed as the head but 180° out of phase
with the head, so that the eye movement required to stabilize the T on the
retina had a peak speed of 20°/s, or 2 the speed of the head, the stimulus is
described as “2T” (Fig. 1a,2).During the0.5T training stimulus, theT
moved in the same direction as the head, but at half the speed, so that the
eye-movement speedrequired tostabilize theTwas5°/s,or0.5 the speedof
thehead(Fig. 1a,0.5).During the1.5Ttraining stimulus, theTmoved in
the opposite direction as the head, and at half the speed, so that the eye-
movement speed required to stabilize the T was 15°/s, or 1.5 the speed of
the head (Fig. 1a,1.5). During training stimuli with1T, the Twas earth-
stationary (Fig. 1a). Similar terminology was used to describe themotion of
the BG stimulus during training (Fig. 1b, gray).
We used five pairs of visual-vestibular training stimuli (Table 1, top
two rows). This set included five coherent training stimuli, in which the
visual BGmoved exactly with the T:0T/0BG,0.5T/0.5BG,1T/
1BG, 1.5T/1.5BG, and 2T/2BG. The five corresponding con-
flicting training stimuli were0T/1BG,0.5T/1.5BG,1T/0BG,
1.5T/0.5BG, and 2T/0BG stimuli, where the visual BG moved
independently from the T, with peak speed relative to the T of 10°/s. In
Figure 1, the motion of the head, T, and BG, and the fully compensatory
eye-movement responses for the coherent and conflicting training stim-
uli are represented in both world-centered and head-centered coordi-
nates. For example, during the1.5 stimulus, the peak speed of the T and
BG were 5°/s relative to the world (distance to head of black vector from
zero on the vertical axis on left), but 15°/s relative to the head (distance to
head of black vector from head of brown vector, which is what defines
zero on the vertical axis on the right).
In addition,we recordedclimbing fiberswhen theTmovedwith thehead,
0T, and the BG moved at one of several different speeds (0T/0.5BG,
0T/1BG,0T/1.5BG,0T/2BG) or when the T moved in the di-
rection opposite to the head, 2T, and the BG moved at one of several
different speeds (2T/0.5BG, 2T/1BG, 2T/1.5BG, 2T/2BG)
Figure 1. Training stimuli. a, Coherent training stimuli. Head rotation (brown)was pairedwithmotion of T and BG, and the T and BGmoved exactly together (black trace). T and BG varied across
the five training stimuli (black), and could be in the same direction (downward vectors) or opposite direction (upward vectors) from headmotion. Themotion of the T and BG determined the ideal
eye-movement response (blue vectors) required to stabilize the images on the retina. Peak velocity of head, T, BG, and the ideal eye movement are indicated by the head of the vector in world
coordinates (right, vertical axis on left) and relative to headmotion (right, black vertical axis on right). The gain of the ideal eyemovement (which equals the ratio of eye speed, relative to the head,
to the head speed, relative to theworld) is also indicated (right, blue vertical axis).b, Conflicting training stimuli. Head rotationwas pairedwithmotion of a T and BG thatmoved independently (see
text for details). Black solid traces and vectors, motion of the T; gray dashed traces and vectors, motion of the BG. For all five conflicting stimuli, peak speed of the BG relative to the T was 10°/s
(distance between heads of the gray and black vectors).
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(Table 1, bottom).We tested the ability of a subset of these additional stimuli
(0T/0.5BG,0T/2BG,2T/0.5BG, and2T/1.5BG) to induce
VOR learning.
Experiments to induce learning were separated by24 h to allow the
gain of the VOR to recover to its normal value before the next experi-
ment. No specific training was delivered to drive the VOR gain back to
normal, aside from exposure to the normal visual-vestibular environ-
ment of the home cage. In eachmonkey, therewere3 replications of the
behavioral experiments for each training stimulus.
Electrophysiology. Tungsten electrodes (FHC, Microprobe) were used
tomake extracellular recordings fromPurkinje cells in the floccular com-
plex of the cerebellum, comprising the cerebellar flocculus and ventral
paraflocculus. The floccular complex was identified based on stereotaxic
coordinates and electrophysiological landmarks, such as the number of
cerebellar layers penetrated by the electrode, the presence of eye-
movement-related responses, and location relative to other structures,
such as the dorsal cochlear nuclei and vestibular nerves, which have their
own characteristic electrophysiological signatures. Purkinje cells were
identified by their simple spike waveforms, mean firing rate, coefficient
of variation of interspike interval, location within the layers of the cere-
bellar cortex (as determined by the BG electrophysiological activity),
and, in most cases, by the presence of a complex spike. Once a Purkinje
cell was isolated, its sensitivity to eye velocity and head velocity were
measured by recording its simple spike responses during (1) smooth
pursuit eye movements evoked by horizontal motion of the T with a
sinusoidal velocity profile at a frequency of 0.5 Hz and a peak velocity of
10°/s and (2) as the monkey cancelled his VOR by tracking a T that
moved exactly with sinusoidal head rotation about an earth-vertical axis
at 0.5 Hz and at a peak velocity of 20°/s. Our analysis focused on
horizontal gaze-velocity Purkinje cells (HGVPs), which have been impli-
cated in VOR learning (Lisberger and Fuchs, 1978; Miles et al., 1980;
Lisberger et al., 1994). Purkinje cells were classified as HGVPs if theymet
the following criteria: (1) during horizontal smooth pursuit eye move-
ments, simple spike firing rate was modulated by 0.3 spikes/s per de-
gree/s, and therewas a phase difference of45° betweenpeak firing rate and
peak ipsiversive eye velocity; and (2) during cancellation of theVOR, simple
spike firing rate was modulated by0.3 spikes/s per degree/s and the phase
difference between peak firing rate and peak ipsiversive head velocity was
45° (Lisberger and Fuchs, 1978; Raymond and Lisberger, 1998).
The complex spikes recorded in a Purkinje cell provide a measure of
activity in its climbing fiber input, since spikes in a climbing fiber trigger
complex spikes in its Purkinje cell targets in a one-to-onemanner (Eccles et
al., 1967).Thereforewerefer to thecomplex spikeactivityof aPurkinje cell as
a climbing fiber response. Complex spikes were well isolated in 52 of 62
HGVPs recorded. In the other 10 HGVPs, complex spikes were sometimes
detected, but were not well enough isolated to include in the analysis.
To compare neural responses across training stimuli, we recorded
from the same Purkinje cell during the presentation of as many different
visual-vestibular training stimuli as possible within a single recording
session. The median number of training stimuli tested on each cell was
12. Each training stimulus was presented for 60–90 s. Training stimuli
with the sameTmotion, combinedwithdifferentBGmotion,weredelivered
inoneblock; and theorder of blockswaspseudorandomized.Data fileswere
only included in the analysis if eye position was within 2° of T position for
90% of the entire 60–90 s presentation of a training stimulus. In separate
behavioral experiments, we tested the ability of each training stimulus, pre-
sented continuously for 1–2 h, to induce VOR learning.
Statistical analysis. Data analysis was performed in Matlab and Excel.
The position and velocity of the eye, head, and visual stimulus were
sampled at 500 Hz/channel. Eye-velocity records were edited to remove
the rapid deflections caused by saccades. The smooth eye velocity data
were then analyzed by aligning stimulus cycles on head velocity, and
averaging. Most averages contained 10 cycles. Analysis of the VOR in
the dark was limited to cycles for which gaze position was within 15° of
straight-ahead gaze. A sinusoidal functionwith a frequency of 0.5Hzwas
fit to the average eye and head velocity traces in Matlab, following previ-
ous procedures (Ke et al., 2009; Guo and Raymond, 2010). The peak eye
velocity and peak head velocity derived from the fitted sinusoidal func-
tions were used to calculate the gain of the VOR, as the ratio of peak eye
velocity to peak head velocity. To calculate the retinal slip of the T and the
BG, we computed the difference between the eye velocity and the T or BG
visual stimulus velocity, respectively, at each time point. Sinusoidal func-
Table 1. Summary of visual-vestibular training stimuli
 T BG T BG T BG T BG T BG 
 
COHERENT ×0T/×0BG ×0.5T/×0.5BG ×1T/×1BG ×1.5T/×1.5BG ×2T/×2BG 
Velocity re head (º/s)  0 0 5  5 10 10 15 15 20 20 
Velocity re world (º/s)  -10  -10 -5 -5 0 0 5 5 10 10 
Cells recorded  52 29 39 28 45 
 
CONFLICTING  
(BG re T 10 º/s) 
×0T/×1BG ×0.5T/×1.5BG ×1T/×0BG ×1.5T/×0.5BG ×2T/×1BG 
Velocity re head (º/s)  0 10 5 15 10 0 15 5 20 10 
Velocity re world (º/s)  -10  0 -5 5 0 -10 5 -5 10 0 
Cells recorded  32 17 41 16 32 
 
CONFLICTING 
(BG re T 5 º/s )  
×0T/×0.5BG ×0.5T/×1BG ×1T/×0.5BG ×1.5T/×1BG ×2T/×1.5BG
Velocity re head (º/s)  0 5 5 10 10 5 15 10 20 15 
Velocity re world (º/s)  -10  -5 -5 0 0 -5  5 0 10 5 
Cells recorded  15 14 16 14 13 
 
CONFLICTING 
(BG re T 15 º/s) 
×0T/×1.5BG ×0.5T/×2BG - ×1.5T/×0BG ×2T/×0.5BG
Velocity re head (º/s)  0 15 5 20 - - 15 0 20 5 
Velocity re world (º/s)  -10  5 -5 10 - - 5 -10 10 -5 
Cells recorded  14 16 - 15 13 
 
CONFLICTING 
(BG re T 20 º/s) 
×0T/×2BG - - - ×2T/×0BG 
Velocity re head (º/s)  0 20 - - - - - - 20 0 
Velocity re world (º/s)  -10  10 - - - - - - 10 -10 
Cells recorded  49 - - - 44 
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tions were fit to these difference traces, and the amplitude of the sinusoi-
dal function was used as the estimate of peak retinal slip.
Purkinje cell simple spikes were detected using a hardware window
discriminator (Bak Electronics). Complex spikes were discriminated using
off-line spike sorting with time and amplitude windows or template-
matchingalgorithms(Spike2,CambridgeElectronicDesign).Weconfirmed
each sorted complex spike by examining the raw traces. The simple spike
data were analyzed by aligning the records on head velocity. The amplitude
and phase of the simple spike responses were determined from the funda-
mental components provided by Fourier analysis of the averages.
Because firing rate of the climbing fibers was close to zero in some cells
during visual stimulus motion in the “off” (ipsiversive) direction, the
climbing fiber responses were often not well fit by a sinusoid. Therefore,
a vector analysis was used to quantify the response of each individual
climbing fiber to each training stimulus, following previousmethods (Ke
et al., 2009). The stimulus cycle was divided into 1000 equal bins, with
each bin corresponding to a particular phase relative to head velocity. A
vector was assigned to each bin, with a length equal to the average firing
rate of the climbing fiber in that bin (see Fig. 3a, for illustration purposes,
16 rather than 1000 bins are shown). The vector sum was then used to
summarize the climbing fiber response of each cell to each stimulus. The
phase of the vector sum (corresponding to the direction of the vectors in
Figs. 3a, 4a) was used as our measure of the phase of the climbing fiber
response. The amplitude of the climbing fiber response was measured as
one half the amplitude of the vector sum (to correspond approximately
to the amplitude that would be extracted using a Fourier analysis, which
reflects half the trough-to-peak amplitude).
The data from each monkey were normalized to generate a combined
dataset fromthe twomonkeys. For eachmonkey, a sigmoidal curvewas fit to
themeanVORgainormeanclimbing fiber responsesmeasured for eachof
the different coherent training stimuli (Fig. 3b,d). The asymptotic values
from the sigmoidal fits were used to normalize the individual data points
from each monkey for each training stimulus, so that data from the two
monkeys could be combined. Thus, the largest changes in VOR gain or
climbing fiber responses in eachmonkey would have values close to 1.
A threshold of p 0.05 was used to determine significance (ANOVA,
post hoc Tukey’s test, Pearson correlation analysis).
Results
We induced VOR learning in two rhesus monkeys by pairing a
vestibular stimulus with two visual stimuli—a small visual T,
which the animal tracked with his eyes for a reward, and a large
visual BG that could move independently. In some cases, the T
and BG moved together during training to provide consistent,
unambiguous error cues (Fig. 1a). Five such coherent training
stimuli were tested, denoted0,0.5,1,1.5, and2, where
the notation a refers to a training stimulus that required a
tracking eye-movement gain of a relative to the head movement
to stabilize the visual stimuli on the retina (Fig. 1a; Table 1; see
Materials andMethods for details). We further tested a set of five
conflicting training stimuli, in which the T and BG did not move
coherently during training, so that different eye movements
would be required to stabilize the T versus the BG on the retina
(Fig. 1b). The five conflicting training stimuli were as follows:
0T/1BG,0.5T/1.5BG,1T/0BG,1.5T/0.5BG, and
2T/1BG, where the notation aT/bBG indicates that a
tracking eye-movement gain of a was required to stabilize the T
on the retina, whereas a tracking eye-movement gain of b was re-
quired to stabilize the BG on the retina (Table 1). These conflicting
stimuli were designed so that (1) the motion of the T on the retina
should induce an increase in VOR gain, while themotion of the BG
should induce a decrease in VOR gain, or vice versa, and (2) the
difference between peak T andBGmotionwas always 10°/s (Fig. 1b,
distance between black and gray vector tips).
Monkeys were rewarded for and skilled at tracking the T. There-
fore the actual eye velocity during trainingwas close to that required
to stabilize the T (compare actual eye movements in Fig. 2b, with
ideal eye movements in Fig. 1a, blue bars). Moreover, eye velocity
was not significantly influenced by the motion of the BG (Fig. 2b;
coherent vs conflicting, p 0.2, ANOVA). Therefore, the speed of T
motion on the retina, or “T slip,” was not influenced by the BG (Fig.
2c; p 0.2, ANOVA). Thus, by delivering the same T motion but
different BG motion, we created pairs of coherent and conflicting
training stimuli with similar vestibular input, eye movements (Fig.
2b), and T slip (Fig. 2c), but different BG slip on the retina (Fig. 2d;
coherent vs conflicting, p 0.0001, ANOVA). This design enabled
us to assess the effect of BGmotion on learning.
Training with coherent T and BG motion
When the T and BG moved together during training, the direc-
tion of VOR learning was determined by the direction of motion
of the visual stimuli relative to the head, as shown previously (Ito
et al., 1974; Miles and Fuller, 1974; Gonshor and Jones, 1976;
Robinson, 1976; Watanabe, 1984). The normal, baseline VOR
gain, measured in darkness, was 0.87  0.03 in Monkey L and
0.89  0.04 in Monkey E. When a smaller eye-movement gain
was required to track the visual stimuli, retinal slip was in the
same direction as head motion (Fig. 3a, 0, 0.5, red traces; if
the eye moves too much in the opposite direction from the head,
image motion will be in the same direction as the head; Fig. 2a),
and training reduced the VOR gain (Fig. 3a, blue traces; Fig. 3b;
0, 0.5 training stimuli). When a larger eye-movement gain
was required to track the visual stimuli, retinal slip was in the
opposite direction from headmotion (Fig. 3a,1,1.5,2, red
traces), and training increased the VOR gain (Fig. 3a, blue traces;
Fig. 3b;1,1.5,2 training stimuli). The amount of learning
varied with the speed of retinal slip during training (Fig. 3c).
The responses of climbing fibers during coherent training re-
flected the direction of the retinal slip, which is consistent with
previous studies showing that the climbing fibers encode the er-
ror signals provided by retinal slip when oculomotor learning is
induced using coherent, full-field image motion, or motion of a
single visual stimulus against a dark BG (Simpson and Alley,
1974; Ghelarducci et al., 1975; Lisberger and Fuchs, 1978; Wa-
tanabe, 1984; Nagao, 1988; Stone and Lisberger, 1990). Climbing
fiber activity increased during contraversive retinal slip (Waespe
and Henn, 1981; Blanks and Precht, 1983; Graf et al., 1988; Ku-
sunoki et al., 1990; Stone and Lisberger, 1990; Fushiki et al., 1994;
Fig. 3a, spike frequency histograms), which coincided with
contraversive head movement during the 0 and 0.5 training
stimuli (Fig. 3a,d, negative values) and with ipsiversive head move-
ment during the1,1.5, and2 training stimuli (Fig. 3a,d, pos-
itive values). The phases of the climbing fiber responses had a
bimodal distribution, with phase values clustered near peak ipsiver-
sive and peak contraversive head velocity (Fig. 3d, top). Therefore, a
single scalar value was used to summarize the climbing fiber re-
sponses, with the absolute value indicating the amplitude of the fir-
ing rate modulation, and the sign indicating the phase (positive
values to indicate peak firingnear peak ipsiversive head velocity, and
negative values to indicate peak firing near peak contraversive head
velocity; Fig. 3d). The amplitude of the climbing fiber responses
variedwith the speed of retinal slip during the five coherent training
stimuli tested (Fig. 3e), as also observed for learning (Fig. 3c).
The results from two monkeys were qualitatively similar, but
differed quantitatively (Fig. 3b,d, diamonds and circles). On av-
erage, the climbing fiber responses were bigger inMonkey E than
in Monkey L (Fig. 3d). However, the amount of learning was
bigger in Monkey L than in Monkey E (Fig. 3b), at least in part
becauseMonkey L reliably tracked the T for longer periods, mak-
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ing it possible to use longer training periods for the behavioral
experiments (seeMaterials andMethods). Therefore, to compare
the relative efficacy of the different coherent and conflicting
training stimuli, we normalized both the behavioral and neural
results for each monkey (see Materials and Methods for details)
before combining the data from the two monkeys.
Conflicting T and BGmotion: effects on learning
To determine how the small T and large visual BG each affect
VOR learning, we compared the learned changes in the VOR
induced by coherent and conflicting training stimuli (Fig. 4a–e).
The same T stimuli induced different VOR learning when pre-
sented with conflicting (Fig. 4b, gray bars) versus consistent BG
motion (Fig. 4b, black bars; p 0.01, ANOVA; p 0.001, post hoc
Tukey’s test). In some cases (0 or 2 T), the conflicting BG
motion had a moderate effect on learning—it reduced the
amount but did not change the direction of learning (Fig. 4b, gray
vs black bars). However, in other cases, conflicting BG motion
had a more dramatic effect—it eliminated learning (1.5 T) or
reversed the direction of learning (0.5 or1 T; Fig. 4b, gray vs
black bars). We evaluated which factor(s) determine the effect of
conflicting BG motion on learning.
The effect of the BG on learning was quantified as the absolute
difference between the learned changes induced when there was
coherent versus conflictingBGmotion for eachTstimulus (Fig. 4c).
The BG effect varied significantly across the five pairs of coherent
and conflicting training stimuli (Fig. 4c; p 0.001, ANOVA). These
variations in BG effect were linearly correlated with the speed of T
slip on the retina during training (Fig. 5a; R2 0.98, p 0.001)—
when T slip speed was the lowest (1 T), themotion of the BG had
the greatest effect on learning (Fig. 5a, circle), with progressively less
effect of the BG for higher T slip speeds.
Learning was relatively insensitive to the speed of the BG slip.
The conflicting stimuli were designed to create similar BG mo-
tion on the retina (10°/s), yet there were small variations across
the five conflicting training stimuli (from 9.1 to 9.9°/s; Fig. 2d,
light green). To evaluate whether these small variations in the BG
slip speed could account for its varying effects on learning (Fig.
4c), we designed additional stimuli to create varying conflicting
BG motion (from 5 to 20°/s) with a given T, using either 0 or
2 T’s (Fig. 5b, open symbols; see Materials and Methods for
details). We found that the effect of the BG on learning was sim-
ilar across the range of conflicting BG slip speeds tested (Fig. 5b;
R2  0.05, p  0.5). Thus, learning was fairly insensitive to the
speed of the BG slip in the range from5 to 20°/s, and therefore the
substantial variations we observed in the amplitude of the BG’s
effect on learning across different training stimuli (Fig. 4c) could
not be attributed to small variations in BG slip speed.
Together, the results indicate that the effect of a given BG
stimulus does not simply sum with the effect of whatever T stim-
ulus is present. Rather, the effect of the BG is diminished when T
slip speed is high.
Conflicting T and BGmotion: effects on climbing
fiber responses
The effects of the conflicting BGmotion on the responses of climb-
ing fibersparalleled theeffectsof theBGon learning.Theeffectof the
BG on the climbing fibers was quantified as the absolute difference
Figure 2. Eye movements and retinal slip during training. a, Traces of head (brown), T (black), and BG (gray) motion during an example conflicting training stimulus (0.5T/1.5BG). Blue
vector represents the peak velocity of the eye movement. Retinal slip is measured as the difference betweenmovement of the visual stimuli and the eye. Red and green vectors represent the peak
velocity of the retinal slip of T and BG, respectively. b, Eyemovements (vertical axis on left, gain relative to head; vertical axis on right, peak velocity relative to head) measured during the coherent
training stimuli (dark blue)were similar to thosemeasured during the corresponding conflicting training stimuli (light blue)with the same T stimulus. During all training stimuli, the eye-movement
gain was close to that required to stabilize the T on the retina (compare with Fig. 1a, blue arrows). Dotted line indicates the baseline gain of the VOR. c, T motion on the retina (slip) during coherent
(dark red) and conflicting (light red) training stimuli. d, BGmotion on the retina (slip) during coherent (dark green) and conflicting (light green) training stimuli. Broken scale bars are used to show
both the subtle differences in the BG slip (or T slip) across different T stimuli as well as the large difference in BG slip for the conflicting versus coherent training stimuli.
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Figure 3. Learning and climbing fiber responses during the coherent training stimuli. a, Representative learning and climbing fiber responses. From top to bottom rows, Eye velocity traces
showing VOR responses tested in the dark pretraining (gray) and post-training (blue); average head motion during training and VOR testing; retinal slip during training stimuli; spike frequency
histograms andpolar plots of the responses of a representative climbing fiber to the training stimuli. In the polar plots, the gray piewedges represent firing rate at eachphase of headmotion, vectors
quantify the amplitude and phase of firing rate modulation (see Materials and Methods). Clockwise, Phase lead. b, Learning was measured as the percentage change in VOR gain after training
compared with pretraining. Each point represents the result from a single training session in Monkey L (circles) or Monkey E (diamonds). Dotted lines represent sigmoidal fits for each monkey. c,
Normalized and averaged learning in twomonkeys plotted against peak retinal slip of T andBG.d, Climbing fiber responses during training. Top, Histogramshowing thedistribution of phase of peak
firing (relative to head velocity) for each climbing fiber to each training stimulus. Note clustering of values near 0 and 180°. Bottom, Average climbing fiber responses. Positive values indicate peak
firing during ipsiversive headmotion. Negative values indicate peak firing during contraversive headmotion. Each point represents themean response in the population of climbing fibers recorded
in onemonkey (in spikes/s). Dotted lines represent sigmoidal fits for eachmonkey. e, Normalized and averaged climbing fiber responses from twomonkeys plotted against peak retinal slip of T and
BG. In c–e, error bars signify SEM and are sometimes smaller than the symbol size.
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Figure 4. Learning and climbing fiber responses during the coherent (black) and conflicting (gray) training stimuli. a, Raster plots, spike frequency histograms, and polar plots showing the
responses of a representative climbing fiber to the five pairs of coherent and conflicting training stimuli. b, Learned changes in VOR gain induced by training (Figure legend continues.)
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between the climbing fiber responses during coherent versus con-
flicting motion of the BG, for each T condition. The putative error
signals carried by the climbing fibers were significantly different
when there was conflicting rather than coherent motion of the BG
(Fig. 4a,d;p0.0001,ANOVA;p0.0001,posthocTukey’s test).As
observed for learning, the conflicting BGmotion affected the climb-
ing fiber signals to varying degrees across the five pairs of coherent
and conflicting training stimuli (Fig. 4d,e). Conflicting BG motion
could either reduce or reverse the phase of the climbing fiber re-
sponses, comparedwith the responses during coherent stimuli. No-
tably, changes in the phase of peak climbing fiber activity were
bimodal—having either no effect, or flipping it by 180°, further
supporting the use of a single, scalar value to summarize the climb-
ing fiber responses (Fig. 4d, top).
The amplitude of the BG’s effects on the climbing fibers was
inversely correlated with the speed of T slip on the retina (Fig. 5c;
R2  0.96, p  0.001), as was also observed for its effects on
learning. However, for a given T slip, the BG had a greater effect
on the climbing fiber responses (Fig. 5c) than on learning (Fig.
4
(Figure legend continued.) stimuliwithdifferentTmotion (abscissa)andeither coherent (blackbars)
or conflicting (graybars)BGmotion. c, Themagnitudeof theBG’s effect on learning, calculatedas the
absolute difference between learning inducedwith coherent versus conflictingmotion of the BG, for
each T condition.d, Climbing fiber responses. Top, Histogramof differences in the phase of climbing
fiber responses between pairs of coherent and conflicting training stimuli. Bottom, Average ampli-
tude and direction of the climbing fiber responses to coherent training (black bars) and conflicting
training stimuli (gray bars). Positive and negative values indicate peak firing during ipsiversive or
contraversive headmotion, respectively. e, Themagnitude of the BG’s effect on the climbing fibers,
calculatedas theabsolutedifferencebetween the climbing fiber responseswhen therewas coherent
versus conflictingmotion of the BG, for each T condition.
Figure 5. a– d, Correlation between themagnitude of the conflicting BG’s effects and retinal slip speed of the T (a, c) and BG (b, d). The effect of conflicting backgroundmotion on learning (a)
and climbing fiber responses (c)was correlatedwith the peak speed of T slip on the retina, but did not varywith the peak speed of conflicting BG slip on the retina (b,d). Filled symbols represent data
from the five pairs of coherent and conflicting training stimuli shown in Figure 3, with a peak BG speed of 10°/s relative to the T. Open symbols represent data from additional conflicting training
stimuliwith0and2T stimuli andpeakBG speedsof 5–20°/s relative to theT.e, Theeffects of conflictingBGmotionon learningplottedagainst theeffects on climbing fiber responses. BGeffects
on learning and climbing fiber responses were the same as in Figure 4c and Figure 4e, respectively. Gray line: x y.
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5a,e), indicating that the climbing fiber responses weremore sen-
sitive to BG motion. Although sensitive to the direction of BG
motion, climbing fiber responses were relatively insensitive to the
speed of BG slip for peak speeds between 5 and 20°/s (Fig. 5d; R2
 0.1, p 0.3).
T and BGmotion: effects on Purkinje cell simple
spike responses
In addition to the climbing fiber responses, we measured the
effects of BGmotion on the Purkinje cell simple spike responses,
which is another candidate neural instructive signal for
cerebellum-dependent learning (Miles and Lisberger, 1981; Ke et
al., 2009; Nguyen-Vu et al., 2013). As previously reported, Pur-
kinje cell simple spike rate increased during ipsiversive head mo-
tion during training stimuli that induced a learned decrease in
VOR gain (0, 0.5; Fig. 6a,b, black bars, negative values). In
contrast, Purkinje cell simple spike rate increased during contra-
versive head motion during training stimuli that induced a
learned increase in VOR gain (1, 1.5, 2; Fig. 6a,b, black
bars, positive values). The amplitude of the Purkinje cell sim-
ple spike responses was correlated with the T slip speed and the
associated eye movements (compare Fig. 6b vs Fig. 2b,c; p 
0.001, Pearson correlation analysis). Conflicting BG motion
had no significant effect on the simple spike responses of the
Purkinje cells (Fig. 6b; coherent vs conflicting, ANOVA, p 
0.73). Thus, candidate instructive signals in the Purkinje cell
simple spikes were influenced only by the motion of the T
during training, and not by the motion of the BG visual stim-
ulus. This contrasts with the candidate instructive signals in
the climbing fibers, which were influenced by the motion of
both the T and the BG.
Discussion
The VOR has been used extensively to study the mechanisms of
cerebellum-dependent motor learning (du Lac et al., 1995; Ray-
mond et al., 1996; Boyden et al., 2004; Schubert and Zee, 2010;
Figure 6. Purkinje cell simple spike responses during training stimuli. a, Raster plots and spike frequency histograms of neural responses of a representative Purkinje cell to the five pairs of
coherent and conflicting training stimuli.b, Purkinje cell simple spike responses to coherent training (blackbars) and conflicting training stimuli (graybars). Positive values indicatepeak firingduring
contraversive head motion, negative values indicate peak firing during ipsiversive head motion. Bars represent the averages from 62 HGVPs recorded in two monkeys. Error bars signify SEM.
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Broussard et al., 2011). In the laboratory, coherent visual motion
is usually used to study VOR learning. But in the natural world,
image motion would be coherent on the retina only under rare
circumstances, if ever. Hence the neural circuitry controlling
VOR learning must extract an error signal from a visual scene
composed ofmultiple visual objects. In our experimentswith two
visual objects, motor learning favored stabilization of a small T
when there were large errors in T stabilization, but learning fa-
vored stabilization of the visual BGwhen errors in T stabilization
were small. Here, we consider several factors that could deter-
mine the relative influence of the T and BG.
Previous studies have suggested that the behavioral relevance
of a stimulus could gate its ability to influence climbing fiber
responses. In animals making visually driven eye movements
with the head stationary,motion of an irrelevant BG stimuluswas
reported to have little or no effect on climbing fiber responses in
the floccular complex (Stone and Lisberger, 1990; Frens et al.,
2001). Therefore, it was hypothesized that the decision to track a
visual stimulus could gate the responses of the climbing fibers so
that they would preferentially encode the motion of the visual
object controlling the eye movements, with irrelevant informa-
tion filtered out. Such a representation of the behaviorally rele-
vant errors in eye-movement performance would seem to be an
appropriate signal to guide learning. However, under all condi-
tions we tested, the task-irrelevant BG motion had a substantial
effect on the climbing fiber responses.
For all of the training stimuli, the T was more behaviorally
relevant, in that it controlled the motor response (eye move-
ments) and the delivery of rewards. In contrast, the BG had no
significant effect on the ongoing eye-movement behavior (Fig.
2b). Despite the animals’ decision to track the T, BG motion
could reduce (Fig. 4a,b,d, 0T, 2T), eliminate (Fig. 4a,b,d,
1.5T), or evendominate (Fig. 4a,b,d,0.5T,1T) the effects of
the more behaviorally relevant T in driving climbing fiber re-
sponses and learning. Thus, the sensory cue with the highest task
relevance does not necessarily control motor learning, nor do the
climbing fibers simply encode the eye-movement performance
error, as defined by the visual stimulus controlling the eye move-
ments. Behavioral relevance may have some influence on the
relative contribution of the T versus the BG, but it does not act as
a binary gate. Rather, across a range of T and BG combinations,
we found graded effects of the BGmotion (Fig. 5a,c), which could
not be explained by behavioral relevance.
Retinal slip speed is another factor that can influence climbing
fiber responses. In such species as rabbit, cat, and rat, climbing
fibers in the flocculus are tuned for low retinal slip speeds, and
their responses fall off with speeds1–2°/s (Simpson and Alley,
1974; Blanks and Precht, 1983; Kusunoki et al., 1990; Fushiki et
al., 1994). Tuning for low speeds may explain the reduced sensi-
tivity of climbing fibers to visual objects not controlling eye
movements in nonprimate species (Frens et al., 2001), because
those objectswill tend to have higher retinal slip speeds, which are
less effective for driving the climbing fibers. In monkeys, how-
ever, most climbing fibers exhibit a maximal response for retinal
slip speeds of several degrees per second to 10°/s (Noda et al.,
1987; Hoffmann and Distler, 1989). This sensitivity to high
speeds may enable BG images to influence climbing fibers, and
hence learning, in primates.
In our experiments, the effects of T and BG were not simply
additive. Rather, T motion seems to suppress climbing fiber re-
sponses to BG motion in a manner that depends on the speed of
T slip on the retina. Graded suppression of the BG’s effects by the
T could be directly related to T speed, or it could be mediated by
other factors correlated with T speed, such as eyemovements and
attention. Previous studies have suggested that the visual signals
carried by the climbing fibers might be gated by the presence of a
tracking T at the fovea, the decision to track the T, or by the eye
movement that results from that decision (Stone and Lisberger,
1990; Frens et al., 2001). Of these possibilities, our results are
most consistent with the eye movements regulating the influence
of the visual BG because the graded effects we observed are unlikely
to result from a binary signal, such as the presence of a T or the
decision to track it. Eye velocity was linearly correlated with T speed
(Fig. 2b) and with Purkinje cell simple spike output (Fig. 6b, p 
0.0001). Purkinje cell output can influence the activity of climbing
fibers (Bengtsson and Hesslow, 2006; Chaumont et al., 2013), and
thusmay account for the ability of Tmotion to gate the response of
the climbing fibers to BGmotion. Alternatively, attention could in-
fluence the relative effects ofpotential error cuesprovidedby the two
visual stimuli. If greater attention to the T is required to effectively
track it at higher speeds, this could favor theneural representationof
the T over the BG “distractor.” Currently, little is known about the
effect of attention on climbing fiber responses.
Location on the retina could also influence visual responses in
the climbing fibers. Visual receptive fields of climbing fibers in
the flocculus are large (10°; Simpson and Alley, 1974; Noda et
al., 1987; Graf et al., 1988; Fushiki et al., 1994). Nevertheless, we
found that themotion of a small T could, in some cases, dominate
the effects of a large BG visual stimulus on climbing fiber re-
sponses. Thismay reflect privileged access of foveal imagemotion
to the climbing fibers. Visual receptive fields of floccular climbing
fibers always include the fovea or central retinal area, and in
primates, a small foveal T is sufficient to elicit robust climbing
fiber signals and to support VOR learning (Lisberger and Fuchs,
1978; Stone and Lisberger, 1990; Scudder and Fuchs, 1992; Lis-
berger, 1994; Shelhamer et al., 1994). However, it seems unlikely
that the foveal location of the T can fully account for its powerful
effect on climbing fiber responses, since the BG also occupied
part of the fovea during training. The fovea represents the central
2° of visual space in rhesusmonkeys, but the T used in the present
experiment only subtended 0.5° (Rolls and Cowey, 1970).
Thus, the putative neural error signals carried by climbing fibers
andmotor learning do not identify a single error, but can be simul-
taneously influenced bymore than one error cue, which can be dif-
ferently weighted by such factors as their physical properties (e.g.,
speedor locationon the retina), cognitive factors (suchas attention),
or the ongoing eye movements. There are several parallels between
these new findings for oculomotor learning and previous findings
regarding oculomotor performance in the presence of multiple T’s.
Inparticular, smoothpursuit eyemovementperformance, likeVOR
learning, can be simultaneously influenced bymore than one visual
cue, with the relative weighting of cues affected by several factors,
including attention, the rewards associated with the different T’s,
their luminance, and their location on the retina (Ferrera and Lis-
berger, 1995, 1997;Niu and Lisberger, 2011; Gardner and Lisberger,
2001; Joshua and Lisberger, 2012).
The effects of the T and BG on the climbing fiber responses
during training largely paralleled their effects on learning, which
is consistent with the idea that the climbing fibers provide in-
structive signals that guide learning. However, previous work has
suggested that learning is not completely determined by climbing
fiber signals, but may also be influenced by additional neural
instructive signals, such as the simple spike output of Purkinje
cells (Miles and Lisberger, 1981; Ke et al., 2009; Nguyen-Vu et al.,
2013). Accordingly, we found that the BG’s effect on learning was
smaller than its effect on the climbing fibers (Fig. 5e), as one would
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expect if the Purkinje cells, which are not affected by the BG, also
contribute to learning. Because these neurons respond to different
cues during training, joint control of learning by the climbing fibers
and Purkinje cells could expand the capacity of the cerebellar circuit
to flexibly draw on different cues to guide learning.
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